Approaches to establishing reference levels in interventional radiology.
Reference levels in radiodiagnostics are a requirement stated by the Council Directive 97/43/EURATOM. Reference levels are also relevant for interventional procedures, in accordance with this Directive, which claims special attention to quality assurance programmes, including quality control and patient dose evaluations for special practices such as interventional radiology, to assess the convenience of corrective action depending on the measured doses. The present paper addresses a method of establishing reference levels in interventional radiology, in the framework of optimisation, discussing the ways of putting forward values with a degree of tolerance, to allow for procedure complexity, depending on patient pathology. The need for several estimators used together, namely fluoroscopy time, total number of images per procedure and dose-area product, is also emphasised, proposing a further skin dose estimate in case of risk of deterministic effects. Finally, a brief summary of principles is given for the correct management of reference levels in interventional radiology.